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PAIRING IN FINITE NUCLEI�Wojieh SatuªaInstitute of Theoretial Physis, University of WarsawHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, PolandRoyal Institute of Tehnology, Physis Department Fresati,Fresativägen 24, S-104 05 Stokholm, Sweden(Reeived November 16, 1999)Pairing in nulei is shortly overviewed from the perspetive of mean-�eldtheory whih is the only model where partile-partile hannel is uniquelyde�ned. Attention is paid to the e�ets of pairing orrelations on odd-evenmass staggering and nulear rotational motion. Basi theoretial oneptsand e�ets assoiated with proton�neutron pairing in N � Z nulei are alsodisussed. It is pointed out that, with the present auray of mean-�eldalulations, no lear onstraints an be set on spatial harateristis ordensity dependene of pairing interation.PACS numbers: 21.30.Fe, 21.60.Jz1. IntrodutionIt has taken almost 50 years to understand mirosopi origin of oneof the most fasinating disovery of our entury, the phenomenon of su-perondutivity in metals. The goal was �nally aomplished in 1957 byBardeen, Cooper and Shrie�er [1℄ who formulated proper trial wave fun-tion for quantal alulations of eletrons moving pairwise in time-reversedstates. In the BCS theory of superondutivity it is exlusively the propertyof attrativeness of the medium-mediated interation at the Fermi energywhih leads to energy gap, �, separating ground-state of a fermioni systemfrom its low-lying elementary exitations. It was therefore soon pointed out(�rst by D. Pines at the 1957 Rehovot Conferene) that due to attrative-ness of the e�etive nulear fores at the Fermi energy similar e�ets mightalso apply to nulei. Soon after a notion of nulear superondutivity wasformally introdued by Bohr, Mottelson and Pines [2℄ and Belyaev [3℄ inorder to explain energy gaps in low-lying spetra of even�even nulei.� Invited talk presented at the XXVI Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e,Poland, September 1�11, 1999. (345)



346 W. SatuªaIn spite of its relatively long history rigorous mirosopi theory of nu-lear pairing is still laking. Derivation of pairing interation from the barenuleon�nuleon fore still enounters many problems [4, 5℄. Hene, mostof the pratial appliations uses phenomenologial pairing interations.Moreover, only at the level of mean-�eld approximation partile�partile(pairing) hannel is rigorously de�ned and separated from the partile-holehannel. For example, within the nulear shell-model partile�partile (p-p)and partile-hole (p-h) representations an be transformed into eah other.Therefore, within the shell-model, there is no obvious proedure allowing toextrat pairing interation whih onstitutes the integral part of the resid-ual shell-model interation. The multipole deomposition tehnique leadsto rather oversimpli�ed pairing interation [6℄. It seems that muh betterinsight into pairing properties an be gained by pair-struture analysis ofthe shell-model wave funtion [7℄.The phenomenologial pairing interations most often used in mean-�eld alulations are separable in p-p hannel, �v��Æ / g��g�Æ . The state-independent seniority or multipole-pairing interations are the best knownexamples. These interations are haraterized by mean-values of gap(order) parameters and are therefore easy to interprete and handle numer-ially. These fores are perfetly suited for mirosopi�marosopi alu-lations. Within the Skyrme�Hartree�Fok�Bogolyubov (SHFB) alulationsheme the family of zero-range interations is often used. It inludes simplevolume-ative delta-interation VV / Æ(r � r0), density-dependent, surfae-ative delta-interation (DDDI) [8, 9℄ VS / Æ(r � r0)(1� [�(r)=�0℄) or er-tain parameterizations of Skyrme type fores [10℄. Finally, the �nite-rangeGogny fore is used onsistently in both p-h and p-p hannels within fullyself-onsistent HFB [11℄ or in p-p hannel in relativisti Hartree�Bogolyubov(RMF) alulations [12℄. The advantage of �nite-range over the zero-rangepairing fores is an automati ut-o� of high-momentum omponents. There-fore, no energetial pairing window is required in the alulations involvingthese fores.Nulear struture appliations of mean-�eld models invoking di�erentpairing fores will be shortly overviewed in the next Setion. It appearsthat nulear masses, high-spin properties, radii and isotopi shifts seem todepend only weakly on spatial harater (volume or surfae type) or densitydependene of pairing interation and that with present auray of nulearstruture alulations it is di�ult to onstrain on these spei� features ofnulear pairing. Third Setion will disuss brie�y a proton�neutron (pn)pairing phenomenon. Short summary will be given in the last Setion.



Pairing in Finite Nulei 3472. E�et of pairing orrelations on nulear propertiesAlthough the e�et of pairing orrelations on nulear masses is modest,these orrelations strongly modify gross nulear properties. The odd�evenmass staggering (OES), moments of inertia, alignments, eletromagneti and�-deay rates, partile or � emission rates et. are all strongly modi�edinside paired medium. The BCS theory allows for qualitative understand-ing of all these phenomena within simple, intuitive framework. However,quantitative desription of these phenomena is far more di�ult due to ou-pling between single-partile �eld, pairing �eld, and the e�ets going beyondmean-�eld. This will be demonstrated in the following two subsetions whereodd�even mass staggering and pairing related high-spin phenomena will beshortly overviewed. 2.1. Odd�even mass staggeringThe odd�even mass staggering (OES) of nulear binding energies is usu-ally diretly related to pairing. Indeed, within the BCS approximation thequantity:�(3)(N) � �N2 [B(N � 1)� 2B(N) +B(N + 1)℄ � �2B(N)�N2 (1)an be interpreted as a measure of empirial pairing gap. However, be-ause of strong ontribution due to nulear symmetry energy (/ (N � Z)2)indiator (1) is usually replaed by the average:�(4)(N) � 12 h�(3)(N) + �(3)(N + 1)i ; (2)whih leads to the ommonly used estimate � = 12=pAMeV for the em-pirial pairing gap. In the above formulas B(N) is the (negative) bindingenergy of a system of N partiles of number-parity �N = (�1)N .Aording to the Strutinsky-energy theorem [13℄, nulear binding en-ergy an be written as a sum of marosopi and shell orretion energies.The indiator (2) properly separates out empirial gap provided that notonly marosopi energy but also shell orretion ÆEshell = Eshell � eEshell[Eshell = Poup ei is a single-partile (s.p.) shell energy and eEshell de-notes Strutinsky-averaged s.p. energy℄ smoothly varies with partile num-ber [14℄. These smoothness riteria do not in fat apply. Indiator (2)gives systemati values of the order of few hundred keV when applied tosingle-partile energies alulated using Skyrme�Hartree�Fok model inde-pendently on number-parity, see Fig. 1 in Ref. [15℄. On the ontrary, indi-ator (1) gives single-partile OES:�(3)(N)sp = 12Æe � 14(1 + �N )(en+1 � en) (3)



348 W. Satuªawhih an be traed bak to the deformed single-partile �eld whih liftsspherial degeneraies leaving only two-fold Kramers degeneray. This single-partile mehanism behind OES is well reognized in metalli lusters [16℄.In fat, similarities between OES pattern in light nulei and small Na lus-ters that emerged in alulations of Ref. [17℄ led them to onlude thatOES in light nulei is a mere deformation e�et rather than a onsequeneof pairing. Closer examination shows, however, that OES in light nuleiis rather demoratially shared between shape and pairing e�ets. Bothe�ets an be separated from eah other to large extent beause ontri-butions to (1) due to marosopi symmetry energy (� 38=AMeV) andStrutinsky-averaged energy (� �36=AMeV) nearly anel eah other [15℄.Consequently, �(3)(N = 2n+1) an be interpreted as empirial measure ofthe pairing gap while �(3)(N = 2n) strongly mixes shape and pairing ef-fets. Similar interpretation and onlusions an be essentially drown basedon seniority model as well as on pairing-plus-quadrupole and equidistantlevel models [18℄.The new way of extrating pairing has far going onsequenes partiu-larly for light nulei. The � = 12=pAMeV estimate strongly overshootsthe data partiularly in sd- and pf -shell nulei. In fat, new experimentalgaps rather smoothly derease with mass indiating muh weaker mass de-pendene of the average gap than � A�1=2, see Fig. 1. Apart of empirialdata Fig. 1 shows average neutron pairing gaps alulated using Gogny�HFBmethod [19℄. The agreement between alulations and the data is surpris-ingly good.
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Pairing in Finite Nulei 3492.2. E�et of pairing orrelations on nulear rotational motionThe Coriolis fore ating on nuleons moving in uniformly ranked po-tential [20℄: ĤCoriolis � �~!~j + 12m(~! � ~r)2 (4)an be rewritten as [~j =~l+ ~s = ~r � ~p+ ~s℄:ĤCoriolis = � 12m~p2 + 12m [~p�m(~! � ~r)℄2 � ~!~s: (5)The latter Hamiltonian orresponds to the Hamiltonian of partile of spin~s moving in onstant magneti �eld ~H provided that ~! , ~H . Then ~! � ~rplays a role of vetor magneti potential ~A � ~H�~r. The Coriolis fore willtherefore try to brake nuleoni Cooper pairs in analogy to the well knownMeissner e�et in metalli superondutivity [21℄. This bulk disappearaneof nulear pairing orrelations is alled the Mottelson�Valatin e�et [22℄. Itauses steady inrease of nulear moment of inertia [3, 23℄. In reality, thedisappearane of pairing orrelations in nulei is non-uniform. Strong stru-tural hanges ausing bak- or upbendings [24℄ in the evolution of nulearmoment of inertia versus spin are due to the breaking of a pair of nule-ons oupying high-j intruder orbitals [25℄. In ranked mean-�eld formalismbakbending phenomenon orrespond to the rearrangement of vauum on-�guration or, alternatively, to the rossing of the ground-state band withthe lowest two-quasipartile (2qp) band whih is often alled the S-band.The gross systematis of ground-band�S-band rossing frequenies is quali-tatively relatively well understood and reprodued within the ranked shell-model. The details, however, depend in many ases upon deliate balanebetween (oupled) pairing and shape e�ets.Therefore, a lot of e�ort must be devoted to optimize simultaneouslyboth single-partile and pairing hannels within mean-�eld to improve theagreement to the data whih in turn will also improve our understandingof pairing orrelations. For example, Xu an o-workers [26℄ investigatedreently in a systemati way energetis of high-K isomers, systematis ofthe rossing frequenies, odd�even mass staggering e�ets and moments ofinertia in some rare-earth nulei. In their study they used shemati pair-ing interation and phenomenologial potential within the Total RouthianSurfae (TRS) model of Refs. [27�29℄ whih takes into aount shape polar-ization e�ets and treats pairing e�ets (inluding bloking) self-onsistently.They have demonstrated that by enlarging of seniority pairing strength byroughly �5�10% as ompared to the value determined from the average gapmethod of Ref. [30℄ one an aount for all these e�ets simultaneously. Anelegant, systemati study has been arried out reently by Chabanat and



350 W. Satuªao-workers [31℄ in order to optimize Skyrme fores parameterization. Thefamily of fores whih emerged from this study, the SLy-fores, is superioras ompared to the other ommonly used Skyrme fores.The alternative way to study pairing is to look into the ases wherepairing and shape e�ets are to large extend deoupled. The example aresuperdeformed nulei in Hg�Pb region. Strongly elongated, stable with ro-tational frequeny shapes, smooth proesses of �i13=2 and �j15=2 alignmentmake these systems almost ideal laboratories to study pairing orrelations.Indeed, a lot of e�ort was devoted lately to understand struture of thesenulei in a framework of TRS method [28, 32℄, Skyrme�HFB [33℄, Gogny�HFB [34℄ and RMF [35℄ approahes. The state dependent pairing, self-onsistent treatment of pairing orrelations inluding bloking, and propertreatment of number �utuations appeared to be neessary to obtain satis-fatory desription of these bands. These onlusions was ommon for allthese studies. In fat, the tehniques and onepts like double-strethedquadrupole pairing [28℄, the surfae-ative density-dependent delta inter-

Fig. 2. The e�et of time-odd (��)=(21) pairing on dynamial moment of inertiaJ (2) in SD 194Hg (lower part). Solid and long�dashed line illustrates J (2) alulatedusing seniority pairing only while short�dashed line shows alulations inludingseniority and quadrupole pairings. The orresponding average quadrupole pairinggaps are shown in the upper part.



Pairing in Finite Nulei 351ation [8℄, Lipkin�Nogami number-projetion [36, 37℄ were applied for the�rst-time in large-sale alulations in A �190 nulei. Afterwards, follow-ing the numerous appliations in this mass region, they beame standardmethods for large-sale alulations in high-spin physis.Let us mention here also a partiular importane of time-odd (Migdal)pairing [38℄. Although energetially very modest, it strongly a�ets mo-ments of inertia partiularly at low-frequenies, see Fig. 2 [28℄. Moreover, itlearly ontributes to twinning of SD bands in odd and even nulei reduing(too)strong e�et of bloking of seniority pairing on moment of inertia [32℄.3. Proton�neutron pairingA renaissane of our interest in proton�neutron (pn) pairing is stimulatedby tehnologial development of Radioative Ion Beams (RIB) failities. The�rst RIB experiments are targeted on heavy N � Z nulei, where pn or-relations are expeted to be strongly enhaned due to large spatial overlapsbetween proton and neutron single-partile wave funtions. Relatively largevalene spaes in these nulei and expeted large deformations do rise ex-petations for possibility to observe oherent pn-pairing phase. In spite oftheoretial and experimental e�orts many problems related to pn-pairing stillremain not answered. It inludes fundamental questions onerning experi-mental �ngerprints of pn-olletivity or the struture of e�etive pn-Cooperpairs.The neessary generalizations to inlude nn-, pp- and pn-pairing on thesame footing within the mean-�eld approah were worked out already in thesixties [39℄. The idea was to generalize Bogoliubov transformation to inludemixing of partiles and holes as well as protons and neutrons:�̂yk = X��>0(U��;kay�� + V~��;ka~�� + U~��;kay~�� + V��;ka�� ) ; (6)where index � runs over single-partile states, � denotes third omponentof isospin, and k labels the quasipartiles. Unlike in the standard like-partile pairing appliations, the oe�ients of transformation (6) have tobe omplex to simultaneously inlude T = 1 and T = 0 pairing orrelations.Many important features of pn-pairing an be dedued from simple modelassuming shemati pairing interation:Hpair = G�;� 0X�>0P y��;�� 0P��;�� 0 +G�;��X� P y��;���P��;��� (7)based on pair-ounting mehanism [40℄. Superimposing antilinear simplexsymmetry Sx = P̂ T̂ R̂z as a self-onsistent symmetry further simpli�es the



352 W. Satuªamodel. The prie paid for the simpli�ation is an absene of T = 0 pairingomponent in ��� hannel and therefore G�;�� 0 � GT=1�� 0 and G�;�� � GT=0.Although this omponent is very important [41℄, lak of it in the model anbe simulated by either T = 0 pn-pairing of �� type at frequeny zero orby isospin-broken Hamiltonian in ranking alulations, see Ref. [40℄ wheremore details an be found.The solution to the Hamiltonian (7) does depends on the ratio x =GT=0=GT=1. In N = Z nuleus and for x < 0 only isovetor pairing existsbut energetially the solution is insensitive to diretion ~��(�pp;�nn;�T=1pn ).For x = 1 energy does depend on �2pp +�2nn +�T=1pn + j�T=0pn j2 but againis insensitive to the diretion ~� � (�pp;�nn;�T=1pn ;�T=0pn ). In both asesno energy is gained due to pn-pairing. Finally, for x > 1 only T = 0 phaseexists and the nuleus gains energy. For N 6= Z the T = 1 pp- and nn-orrelations oexist with T = 0 pn-pairing, provided that its strength islarger than ertain ritial value x > xrit. The proton or neutron exessquenhes/bloks the phase-spae available for pn-pairs as shown shemati-ally in Fig. 3. Therefore the ritial parameter xrit rapidly inreases withinreasing jN � Zj and pn-paired solutions are possible only in the losestviinity of N = Z. Similar onlusions have been reahed in Ref. [42℄ bothwithin shemati SO(8) model and realisti shell-model. The exlusivenessof T = 0 and T = 1 phases in N = Z nulei is entirely due to simpliityof the model. Already number-projetion leads to mixed T = 0 and T = 1solutions [40℄. Also use of realisti interations within resonable model-spaegives mixed solutions [43℄.

Fig. 3. Shemati illustration of bloking of pn-pairing due to (say) neutron exess(left panel) and the nn-pairing due to odd-neutron (right panel). Shaded areasshows levels unavailable for pair sattering.



Pairing in Finite Nulei 353The nulear masses show slope disontinuity at N = Z line. This addi-tional binding energy is known in the literature as a Wigner energy. Tradi-tional mass models based on mean-�eld approah strongly underbind N � Znulei [44�46℄ and a term [14, 46℄:EW =W (A)jN�Zj+d(A)ÆNZ�pn ;where �pn = � 1 for odd-odd nulei0 otherwise (8)has to be added to orret for this deviation. The mirosopi explanationof the Wigner energy within the mean-�eld model is still laking. The 'on-gruene' energy mehanism due to enhaned ph interation at the N � Zline proposed in [47℄ is essentially not present in traditional Skyrme�HFBalulations [46, 48℄ Instead strong ongruene energy e�ets were found intime-odd hannel in odd-odd N = Z nulei [49℄. The isospin �utuations doatually produe even the anti-Wigner e�et. The pn-pairing senario whihnaturally gives rise to jN �Zj-like term seems to be the most natural so far.Note, that it requires the T = 0 pairing to be on the average stronger thanT = 1 but not neessarily oherent to ativate generalized bloking meha-nism shown in Fig. 3. There are strong experimental arguments that Wignerenergy is indeed due to isosalar interation [46℄. Similar onlusion an bedrown from shell-model studies [46, 50℄. However, pair-struture analysis ofthe shell-model wave funtion reveals rather ompliated struture of theWigner energy [46℄.At high-spins the T = 1 and T = 0 orrelations are expeted to respondin di�erent way to the Coriolis fore. The traditional anti-pairing e�et isexpeted to destroy T = 1 pairing and low-J , T = 0 orrelations. However,high-J T = 0 orrelations will survive and are expeted to be even dominantat high-spins [40, 51, 52℄. The shell-model alulations [53℄ and omplexExited VAMPIR alulations [54℄ provide detailed analysis of isospin andpair struture hanges with inreasing spin in N = Z nulei in A � 80mass region. These alulations on�rm the T = 1! T = 0 band transitionobserved in 74Rb [55℄ and inreasing role of high-J , T = 0 pairs at high spins.Important lues onerning pn-pairing at high-spin may be also gained byanalyzing evolution of rotational bands beyond their standard terminatingstates (e.g. 48Cr above I=16~) [52℄ or moments of inertia of some SD-bandsin A �80�90 mass region [56℄. 4. SummaryRigorous mirosopi theory of pairing orrelations in �nite nulei isstill laking and phenomenologial interations are used in the appliations.Available nulear data on nulear masses, radii and isotopi shifts, moments



354 W. Satuªaof inertia, rossing frequenies and alignment patterns may all be well under-stood within the mean-�eld theory. Unfortunately, these observables seemto depend only weakly on spatial harateristis or density dependene ofpairing interation and, with the present auray of nulear struture mean-�eld alulations, it is di�ult to onstrain on these spei� features of nu-lear pairing. This rather frustrating situation alls for either systematioptimization of e�etive fores to improve overall agreement between theoryand the data or requires new data on exoti nulei whih an provide moresensitive probes of spei� parts of nulear e�etive interation. Partiularlydesirable are nulei of large isospins where, for example, density-dependeneof pairing fore an be probed in the skin region. For review of pairing andontinuum e�ets I refer reader to [57℄.The pn-pairing orrelations in N � Z nulei are important withoutany doubt. Certain evidene of T = 1 pn-ondensate is seen in N = Zodd�odd nulei but no evidene of isosalar ohereny has been reportedso far. Theoretially, physis of N � Z nulei, is still a hallenge partiu-larly within mean-�eld approah. A form of e�etive NN interation, roleof self-onsistent symmetries, isospin and/or number-projetion, the issueof ongruene energy, proper treatment of residual pn interation betweenvalene neutron and proton are still out of ontrol.This work was supported by the Swedish Institute (SI) and thePolish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN) under ContratNo. 2 P03B 040 14. REFERENCES[1℄ J. Bardeen, L.N. Cooper, J.R. Shrie�er, Phys. Rev. 108, 1175 (1957).[2℄ A. Bohr, B.R. Mottelson, D. Pines, Phys. Rev. 110, 936 (1958).[3℄ S.T. Belyaev, Mat. Fys. Medd. Dan. Vid. Selsk. 31, No. 11 (1959).[4℄ T.L. Ainsworth, J. Wambah, D. Pines, Phys. Lett. 222B, 173 (1989).[5℄ H. Kuharek, P. Ring, Z. Phys. A339, 23 (1991).[6℄ M. Dufour, A.P. Zuker, Phys. Rev. C54, 1641 (1996).[7℄ K. Langanke et al., Nul. Phys. A613, 253 (1997).[8℄ R.R. Chasman, Phys. Rev. C14, 1935 (1976).[9℄ S.A. Fayans, D. Zawisha, Phys. Lett. B383, 19 (1996).[10℄ J. Dobazewski, H. Floard, J. Treiner, Nul. Phys. A422, 103 (1984).[11℄ J. Deharge, D. Gogny, Phys. Rev. C21, 1568 (1980).[12℄ T. Gonzales-Llarena et al., Phys. Lett. B379, 13 (1996).
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